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Abstract 

·. 

A new set of movable limiter blades has been designed .for TFTR that 

will meet both the requirements of the 4 MW ohmic heated and the 33 MW 

neutral beam heated plasmas. This is accomplished with three limiter blades 

each having an elliptical shape along the toroidal direction. Heat flux 

levels are acceptable for both ohmic heated and pre-strong compression 

plasmas. The construction consists of graphite tiles attached to cooled 

backing plates. The tiles have an average thickness of ~4.7 cm' and are 

drawn against the backing plate with spring loaded fasteners that are keyed 

into the graphite. The cooled backing plate provides the structure for 

resisting disruption and fault induced loaas. A set of rollers attached to 
' the top and bottom blades allow them to be expanded and closed in order to 

vary the plasma surface for scaling experiments. Water cooling lines pene

trate only the mid-plane port cover/support plate in such a way as to avoid 

bolted water connections inside the var.uum boundary and at the same time 

allow blade movement. Both the upper and lower blades are attached to the 

~id-plane limiter blade through pivots. Pivot connections are protected 

against arcing with an alumina coating and a shunt bar strap. Remote hand

ling is considered throughout the design. Insertion and removal of the. 
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entire modular assembly of actuator, blades and port cover/support plate is 

.accomplished by collapsing the blades to the horizontal position and remov

ing everything through the midplane port. Operations at the vessel where 

access is difficult are kept simple and reliable leaving detail remote 

assembly and disassembly for the more versatile hot cells. 

Introduction 

TFTR is scheduled for first plasma operation in late 1982. The program 

leading to full operating·D-T capability was separated from the initial 

ohraic heated hydrogen plasma operation and called the Tokamak Flexibility 

Modification (TFM). Under this program equipment and structures are 

upgraded to achieve maximum design capabifities and adapted where necessary 

to be handled remotely. 

Early investigations indicated the need for highly versatile movable 

primary limitersl. Fu~ther study conducted under the TFM program showed 

that at the extremes of operating parameters (pre-strong compression heated 

_plasma) the first proposed limiter surfaces would experience a peak heat 

flux well beyond any material limits (>25 kW/cm2). A program was initiated 

to optimize the blade configuration and select the most suitable materials 

to survive the high heat flux. This program integrated the resources and 

experience of the fusion teams in PPPL, GA and Ebasco/Grumman. A movable 

limiter design was developed to meet the range operating criteria imposed. 

A blade design is presented which, by independent articulation of three· 

interconnected parts, can accommodate a wide range of plasma sizes. The 

model describing these configurations and the allowed plasma sizes are dis

cussed. thermal, flow, dynamic and stress analysis were performed and are 

reported. A review of the materials selected and the basis for their selec

tion is also included. 
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Description 

The movable limiter structure consists of three interconnected blades 

which are attached independently to three screw driven actuators. The 

actuators and blades occupy the three port entries at bay-M of the vacuum 

vessel as shown in Fig. 1. The upper and lower blades have rollers that 

permit the linear actuator motion to adjust the angle presented to the 

plasma (Fig. 2). The midplane blade is rig idly attached to the midplane 

actuator shaft which limits this blade motion to only translation. Water 

cooling circuits which cool the three structural backing plates are col

lected into three rigid masts which penetrate the vacuum vessel port cover. 

The transition across the blade pivots is accomplished by coiling the water 

line into a torsion spring with sufficient coils to permit 32° of blade 

rotation without exceeding the fatigue stress limit. At the port cover, a 

bellows and an electrical insulator maintain the vacuum boundary and provide 

electrical isolation of the rigid masts from the vacuum vessel. 

Graphite tiles which have been coated with titanium carbide are 

attached to the structural backing plates. Cooling of these tiles is main

tained by contact conductance at the interface. Each tile is attached to 

_... ACTUATOR 

PHE~~UHE 

VESSEL 

Fig . 1. TFTR Movable Limiter General Arrangement. 
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Fig. 2. TFTR Movable Limiter Blade Showing 
Artir11li'ltion Features. 
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Fig. 3. 
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Graphite Tile to Backing Plate Attachment , 
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the backing plate with bolts that thread into captured "barrel-nuts" in the 

tile as shown in Fig. 3. 

The temperature of the graphite tiles is monitored with an array of 

thermocouples which are fixed in the tile backing plate. The junction is 

spring loaded and protrudes so that the· installed tile presses against it. 

This monitors the temperature of the back surface of the tile; thermal 

analysis permits extrapolation to the front surf ace. 

Design Parameters 

The blade profile selected to distribute the heat load is an ellipse. 

Over the range of possible plasma scrape-off thicknesses it was found to 

give the best overall heat flux distribution. The particular plasmas that 

established the extreme conditions are identified in Table .1. The 4 MW 

ohmic heated plasma centered in the vessel and held for a full 1.5 second 

pulse deposits ·the most total energy and is the design basis for the cooling 

system and macro stress level in the graphite tiles. The pre-strong com-
\ 

pression plasma is ohmically heated and then injected to 33 MW while riding 

on only the primary limiter blade. This limits the time before compression 

to the bumper limiter to 2 energy confinement times or the beta limit, 

TABLE 1 
TFTR MOVABLE LIMITER DESIGN BASIS PLASMA PARAMETERS 

Parameter 

Major Radius, cm 
.Minor Radius, cm 
Plasma Power, MW 
ls~r~pe-Off, \, cm 
Time On Blade, S 
Inter-Pulse Period, s 

Plasmas 

Ohmic 
Heated 

265 
82 

4 
2 

1.5 
300 

11 cm < A < 5 cm has been examined. 

Pre-Strong 
Compression 

305 
55 
33 

2 
0.12 
300 

2o.05S Plasma Time Constant Used for Analysis 
of Exponential Heat Flux Application. 
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whichever occurs first. For TFTR parameters 2 confinement times were used. 

At this1 point the graphite temperature is near safe limits for material 

influx into the plasma. 

Plasma Sizes 

The wide range of experiments planned for TFTR requires a highly 

versatile primary limiter. The articulated blade design provides this 

versatility but adds the complication of establishing allowable plasma sizes 

and major radii. A geometrical expression relating all possible plasma 

sizes to the boundaries defined by the limiters was derived. Dimensions 

used are shown schematically in Fig. 4. The defining boundaries were the 

bumper limiters at the inner radius of the vacuum vessel and at the outer 

radius, the movable limiter blades through the range of possible configu

rations. The midplane blade has a 20 cm stroke, provided that the upper and 

lower blades are positioned at a low enough angle to avoid tip interference 

with the vacuum vessel. Plasmas were assumed to be circular and either 

touching ~he bumper limiter or nested in the vee formed by the upper and 

lower movable limiter blades. 

The resulting plasma parameter-space is shown in Fig. S. The minor 

radius, a, is plotted against the major radius, R, with the lines defining 

the possible plasma sizes that can be confined within the geometric boun

daries. Plasmas which ride on the bumper limiter can range in size accord

ing to the circles that can touch that surface; plasmas which ride on the 

+ 
y 

Fig. 4. Schematic Elevation View of Upper Blade. 
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Fig. 5. Summary of Plasma Sizes for the Range of 
Possible Movable Limiter Blade Positions. 

movable limiter are confined to the vee formed by the upper and lower 

blades. This is shown as a zone of possible linear equations relating a and 

R. The governing equations for the boundaries are summarized in Table 2. 

Structural Analysis 

The structural backing plates and supports were analyzed for loads 

produced from certain plasma disruptions and faults. A plasma disruption 

produces mechanical loads when the changing magnetic field from the plasma 

induces eddy currents in the limiter blade. The "plasma fault'' is produced 

when a fraction of the plasma current flows to gro~nd through the limiter 

blades. This current crossed with the field remaining produces a load. 

Currents generated from a disruption were calculated assuming supercon

ducting conditions •. These currents were.attenuated by the inherent resis

tivity of the materials and a linear decay time history. The resulting 

currents crossed with the existing magnetic fields were used to generate 

mechanical loads on the limiter blade. Transient response calculations were 

performed from these time dependent loads using the MSC-NASTRAN finite ele

ment computer code. Peak loading to attachment points and stress in the 

structure were calculated for sizing the structural components. All compo

nents were calculated to withstand the imposed loads. 
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TABLE 2 

EQUATIONS GOVERNING PLASMA BOUNDARIES 

162 < R < 250 a = R - 162 

306 < R < 360 a = -R + 360 

250 < R < 305 a = R(-sin9)+(ycos9+Xsin9-B) 

~ B tan ~ -Limits imposed by 
y- cose 

+ >.' a = tane L+ . 
9 blade tip sin 

[tan
2
a (L+ 

B 

ta'n~ 2 
-

(y- cos e) . 
>.' sine 

·+ 

tan2 a~+ 
B 

2 

- .-1] 
1/2 

(y- cos e) 
sin e 

R X-L cos e - B sin e + cos e lza >.'+>.'2-a sin 9 

e = T(S-Y) 
+ ( 

T2(S-Y) 2 - T2(X-H) t2 
(S-Y) 2+(X-H) 2 (S-Y) 2+(X-H) 2 

Thermal and Stress Analysis of Tile 

A. thermal analysis was performed on the graphite tile to determine the 

peak surface and end-of-cycle equilibrium temperature. The peak surface 

temperature was determined from the pre-strong compression plasma conditions 

as described in Table 1. Heat flux pat.terns for the 20 finite element model 

(TACO), shown in Fig. 6, were derived from an exponential scrape-off model 

by Schmldt2 with appropriate cosine attentuation on an elliptically con-

, toured surface (toroidal direction). A scrape-off layer of 2 cm was used 

based upon the best available data from operating tokaoaks. The ohmic 

heated 4 MW plasma was assumed to touch the upper and lower blades along the 
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Fig. 6. Typical Power Profile on Limiter Face for 
A. = 2 cm. 
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straight poloidal sections; ~he pre-strong compression 55 cm plasma was 

assumed to touch 120° of the outboard poloidal circumference. A contact 

conductance between the tile and backing plate of 0.6 watts/cm2 K0 (70 

BTU/hr-ft2-°F) obtained from testing TiC coated graphite on Inconel 625 

under 0.3 MPa (42 psi) pressure was used. 

The results showed an average end-of-cycle temperature of 180°C for the 

ohmic heated shots and a localized peak temperature of <2400°C for the pre

s trong compression auxiliary heated plasma shots. Both are within accep

table limits. 

The temperature distribution from the pre-strong compression plasma was 

used to calculate the thermally induced stress. As with TACO, the thermal· 

code, the elastic code, SAP-4, uses temperature dependent properties to cal

culate the resulting stress values. This is important because of the 

inherent non-linear thermal and mechanical properties of graphite. However, 

the stress code fails to model the non-linear stress-strain behavior of 

graphite. Stress values will, therefore, be reasonably accurate at low 

strain values but considerably in error at high strain values. 

The results reflected this behavior. For the ohmic heated case the 

stress was within published strength limits. For the pre-serong compression 

33 MW case the limits were exceeded but actual electron beam tests at 7 

kW/cm2 for 0.5S showed no failure in the graphite and small fractures in the 

TiC coating. Micro-cracks would at worst be expected. 

Material Selection 

Structural materials were selected on the basis of high strength and 

low magnetic permeability. The tiles are graphite, POCO AXF-5Q, selected 

for its strength, compatibility with TiC thermal shock resistance and low 

atomic number. Inconel 625 was used for the structural backing plate where 

stress is low and welding is required. In areas where high strength is 
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required, such as the bridge where the rollers ride or the pivot shafts, 

Inconel 718. was used. A plasma sprayed alumina coating (METCO - 130, 85% 

A.e.z03 - 15% TiOz) is specified on the pivot shafts as a wear barrier and as 

an electrical insulation for low voltage potentials and currents which may 

cause welding or surface damage. 

Remote Handling 

An integrated approach was taken for the remote handling considera

tions. The three limiter blades are attached to the actuator shaft with the 

port cover attached to the actuator body. Water cooling and instrumentation 

pass-throughs also are connected through the port cover making it a module. 

The upper and lower blades collapse to the horizontal position and are 

locked with screw driven pins through the pivot shafts. The actuator ends 

contain a roller assembly that permits the blades to be withdrawn free hori

zontally. In order to remove the module from the vessel the 84.port cover 

bolts must be loosened and the heat duct from the port cover removed. This 

frees the assembly to be withdrawn horizontally once all water and instru

mentation connections are parted. This plan is adequate for cold operation 

with hands-on access to the fasteners and connections outside the vessel. 

However, for full remote access through a shield wall a more complete module 

will be necessary which is capable of being removed with crude impact 

wrenches and TV monitor access. The general plan which was adhered to dur

ing the design of the blade assembly requires only simple operations at the 

vessel where access is difficult. The more difficult tile removal or struc

tural alterations would be relegated to the hot cells where visual access 

through shielded glass and dextrous manipulations can perform necessary 

operations. The module is upgradable to this capability. 

Conclusions 

Movable limiter blades have been designed for TFTR's first plasma 

operation that are capable of operating through all anticipated experimental 

plasma conditions. High strength graphite used as tile facing provides the 
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best available low Z material while at the same time giving good thermal 

shock and thermal conduction properties. Articulation of the upper and 

lower blades used simultaneously with the stroke range of all three actua

tors gives a wide range of surf ace configurations to run plasma scaling 

experiments. 

Remote handling of the blade and actuator is simplified by intercon

necting the components to form a module. Near the vacuum vessel where 

remote operations are cumbersome, precise or delicate operations are 

avoided; within the module, components are adapted to be removed and 

replaced with standard hot cell equipment. 
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